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For the past two decades, the growing damunhwa (literally, “multicultural”) population has been at the center of debate in the South Korean national discourse about immigration. South Korea (hereafter Korea) has long prided itself on being homogenous in its race and culture (N. Kim, 2014). However, with the sharp increase in the foreign and mixed-race Korean population, it was inevitable that the Korean government would address this issue. The term damunwha emerged in this process, and was used to describe families, children, and, in the case of education, students, that were foreign workers, marriage immigrants and their children, mixed-race Koreans, and North Korean refugees. Despite the heavy support from the Korean government for damunwha families and children, the fundamental problem remained: people who were dubbed “multicultural” were in fact ousted as being the non-Korean Other. Hence the approaches and efforts of the government reproduced “the cultural hierarchy between Koreans and non-
Koreans” rather than dismantling it (Kim, Basile, Jaime-Diaz, & Black, 2018, p. 1538).

But what exactly does it mean to be Korean? According to literature on Korean identity and culture, there are at least three elements of a Korean identity: having Korean blood, knowing and using the Korean language, and understanding Korean culture and customs. This is consistent with ethnic nationalists who contend that “nations are determined by a shared heritage,” which usually includes a common ethnic ancestry, common language, and a common faith (Muller, 2008).

Korean blood lineage is an important part of Korean identity. The grounds for citizenship in Korea lie heavily on *jus sanguinis*, the ‘right of blood.’ Although there has been a recent move to *jus domicile*, citizenship based on “law of residence” and multiculturalism, the cultural understanding of who a Korean is is still deeply embedded in the belief that one is Korean by Korean blood (N. Kim, 2014). In fact, the deep-seated *sunsuhyeoltongjui* (‘pure blood’ theory), which was used as a nation-building ideology after the post-Japanese colonial period, clashes with the various immigration issues the country is dealing with to this day. The notion that Koreans originated from a single, pure bloodline is reflected in the country’s educational curriculum and textbooks as well. The U.N. Committee on the International Convention Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination took notice of the discrimination caused by this theory and urged the Korean public education system to overcome the notion that Koreans were “ethnically homogeneous” as it did not reflect the actual situation in the country (Choe, 2009).

The Korean language is another element in the construction of a Korean identity (Cho, Cho, & Tse, 1997; Kang & Kim, 2012; Kim, Lee, & Kim, 1981; J. S. Lee, 2002; You, 2005). Many Koreans believe that the Korean language holds great symbolic importance and can be considered an “embodiment of the Korean national identity” (Simpson, 2007, p. 233). Because of this belief, the Korean Ministry of Education (2017) continues to support multicultural students with a Korean language curriculum for Korean language and culture.

Cultural knowledge and the understanding of Korean culture’s central characteristics are also considered an element for being Korean. But the mere possession of cultural knowledge about Korea is not the end with respect to asserting a Korean identity. Rather, an individual must personally endorse Korean culture’s shared knowledge and align and agree with its most important and widely shared cultural values, beliefs, norms, and practices in order to identify with being Korean (Wan & Chew, 2013). This widely shared, dominant understanding of Korea and what it means to be Korean is maintained through external cultural carriers such as social institutions, the media, language, and the arts (Lamoreaux & Morling, 2012). The dominant ‘official’ cultural knowledge of who a Korean is and what that entails is not only in the overt and hidden curriculum in Korean schools (Kang, 2015), but also distributed and perpetuated in popular media and educational policies.

The issues of blood lineage, language, and cultural knowledge have been widely discussed in the discourse of who a Korean is. However, there is a racial...
aspect that is not extensively discussed in the discourse of Korean membership, culture, and citizenship. Race, skin color, and physical appearance often work conjointly with the other elements of a Korean identity. This Korean skin privilege, which I call “Koreanness,” works much like the racial construct of Whiteness in the U.S. in the sense that it differentiates Koreans and non-Koreans, and grants privileges and unearned advantages upon those who fit the description of Korean. However, there is limited literature on this normalized, skin color-privileging mechanism in Korea, especially in the field of education. In this article in order to better understand the social construct of Koreanness, I first examine Whiteness in the U.S. context to see if I can draw parallels between the two. Although there are many dissimilarities between the U.S. and Korea in the collection of racial and ethnic groups, some of the essential themes that emerged from the Whiteness scholarship are also helpful in understanding Koreanness in Korea. Next, through the framework of Bonilla-Silva (2004), I investigate the racial hierarchical system of Korea, which has Koreanness at its center. Then, I describe how Koreanness operates in the Korean society and culture. In the final section, I examine how Koreanness operates in the Korean education field and the implications for teacher education in Korea.

**Parallels Between Whiteness and Koreanness**

**Examining Whiteness**

I use Whiteness in this article to mean the ideology and experiences of those who are categorized as being of the White race and White skin. The *Oxford Dictionary* (2018) defines Whiteness as “the fact or state of belonging to a human group having light-coloured skin.” The definition of Whiteness I use in this article is not limited to skin color, however, but rather encompasses the identities, beliefs, values, and ideologies behind this concept (Doane & Bonilla-Silva, 2013; Frankenberg, 1993; Kivel, 1996). As Whiteness scholars have pointed out, Whiteness reflects the position of power and dominant group status (Hill, 1997; Wellman, 1993). Recent scholars expand the definition of Whiteness and situate it in the context of intersectionality; I will not discuss it in depth since this would go beyond the scope of the present article.

Whiteness cannot be discussed without acknowledging the significance of race in the United States. Omi and Winant (2015), as part of their theory of racial formation, wrote about how *racial projects* assign meaning to race and situate it in the larger U.S. society. Within the racial hierarchy that is formed, Whiteness is valued above all others. Whiteness occupies a privileged place in the mechanism of race. Guess (2006) wrote that “*race* is a social fact in which the social and political significance of whiteness plays a critical role” (p. 654). Because both paradigms of race and Whiteness are socially constructed, they also change over
A major theme that emerges from Whiteness literature is that Whiteness is the norm (Garner, 2006; McIntosh, 1989; Wilson, 2002). There is a deeply ingrained belief in the U.S. that the culture, language, and appearance that characterize White is normative. This echoes the assumption of Critical Race Theory (CRT) that, much like the social construct of race, Whiteness is so deeply ingrained in the culture that “it looks ordinary and natural to persons in the culture” (Delgado & Stefancic, 2001, p.xvi). This seemingly natural barometer of Whiteness leads to distinguishing those who are not White as racial or ethnic. Critically examining, exposing, and challenging this concept of Whiteness is crucial. The normality of Whiteness enables it to maintain a hegemony over all races. Du Bois (1915) stated that there is a natural assumption in society to situate Whiteness as the norm and race of power. He wrote, “Most persons have accepted that tacit but clear modern philosophy which assigns to the white race alone the hegemony of the world” (p. 139).

White privilege is another major theme that emerges from Whiteness literature. Scholars of Whiteness Studies such as Dyer (1997), Frankenberg (1993), McIntosh (1989), and Rothenberg and Munshi (2016) have examined Whiteness as a system of privilege that plays out on many different levels. They argue that White people are granted benefits and have greater access to power and resources than do people of color. McIntosh (1995) states that those who are White experience this privilege on a daily basis, solely based on skin color. She points out that White privilege is “unearned power conferred systematically” (pp. 82-83) and forms a structure of advantage and disadvantage. Kivel (1996) writes that Whiteness is “a powerful fiction enforced by power and violence” (p. 19). Whiteness scholars argue that recognizing White privilege is not enough; there must be a deeper understanding of the racism and racial stratification that is the basis of this White privilege.

**Defining Koreanness**

The U.S. and Korea have distinct histories, people, and cultures. Thus, Koreanness is not similar to Whiteness in every respect; however, the themes that emerge from Koreanness and Whiteness are similar: both are socially constructed concepts of racial superiority in order to justify discrimination against minority members, and they change over time with each new wave of immigration and change in demographics. Much like Whiteness, Koreanness can be critically examined in the context of intersectionality (i.e., intersections of Koreanness with other power relations such as gender, class, sexuality, etc.); however, this will not be discussed in depth here since the present article focuses on the construct of Koreanness as it relates to racial stratification and colorism in Korea.

I define Koreanness in this article as belonging to or having Korean skin color. Korean skin color can be described as a yellow to red tone. However, much like Whiteness, skin color alone does not determine the implications of Koreanness because racialization is complex. Telles and Paschel (2014) argue that skin color
is the most important characteristic associated with race. Korean skin color is one of the important characteristics used in racial categorization and identification in Korea. The reason that Koreanness must be examined is because at its heart are race, racism, colorism, and Korean privilege. Thus, the definition of Koreanness in this article is not limited to merely skin color, but encompasses the identities, beliefs, values, and ideologies behind the concept. The closer one is to having Korean skin color, the more possible it is to access power and privilege.

Critical Race Theory (Bell, 1980; Delgado & Stefancic, 2001; Gillborn & Youdell, 2009; Ladson-Billings, 2004) and Whiteness literature (Hill, 1997; McIntosh, 1989; Wellman, 1993) are framing ideas and informing literature to understand Koreanness. The idea of race neutrality—the belief that Korean is the norm and default—operates in Korean society and culture, much like the way Whiteness operates in the United States. Until recently, the term salsaek ("skin color") was widely used to describe the skin color of general Koreans. There is a strongly imagined belief of racial homogeneity in Korea, and thus it was believed there was only one single skin color of the Korean race. In Korean schools, it was common to see students use salsaek crayons when coloring people (Park, 2018). In 2002, the National Human Rights Commission of Korea (2002) announced that the name of the color, salsaek, was violating the rights of equality of those who were not of the Yellow/Mongoloid race, with no reasonable grounds. Following this announcement, the Korean Agency for Technology and Standards revised the Korean Industrial Standards to reflect this amendment, and from 2005 all salsaek crayons were named salgusaek (‘peach color’) or light orange-color instead (Park, 2018). It is crucial to examine Koreanness, its effects and implications, in the context of critical multiculturalism.

Korean Racial Order and Colorism

Skin Color and Racial Hierarchy in Korea

In order to challenge Koreanness as the foundation of racism and colorism, it is necessary to understand the history of race in Korea that is tied with skin color. Skin color and racial categorization have long been present in the Korean language when describing non-Korean ‘Others’. For example, the word baekin, which is a combination of the two words baek ("white") and in ("person") literally means “white person” and is used to describe people who are racially White. When describing people of African descent with darker skin color, Koreans use the word heukin, literally translated as “black people,” to describe people belonging to the racial category. With the change in demographics, the racial categories have changed, along with the language surrounding them as well.

Prior to the wave of migrant workers in the 1990s, the Korean racial order was closer to a binary system consisting of Koreans and non-Koreans. Koreans, since establishing the government in 1948, had little or no exposure to foreign
culture until they hosted the 1986 Asian Games and the 1988 Olympic Games (Oh et al., 2012). However, from the late 1980s, Korea experienced a period of industrialization and advancing income levels, which led to a shortage of low-skilled workers. To address this issue, the Korean government started to actively accept foreign workers under the Industrial Trainee System in the early 1990s (Roh, 2014). These foreign workers, who were mostly from Southeast Asian countries, worked in the "3D (difficult, dirty, and dangerous)" industries in Korea; they were employed in factories, construction sites, and the service industry (Ock, 2018). During this process, racial projects occurred and were dispersed in Korea to form categories of race (Omi & Winant, 2015): the Korean race and “foreign” race.

Since the 2000s, international marriages and marriage migration have increased, leading to a more diverse non-Korean population. With more young Korean women leaving rural towns for higher-paying jobs in the cities, young Korean men were often left to take care of the family farms (Choe, 2005). This led to an increase of international marriages between Korean men and foreign women from countries such as Vietnam, China, and the Philippines, among others (M. Kim, 2019). The increase of “marriage migrant women” and international marriages has resulted in the increase of multicultural families and mixed-race children. The increase in population of foreign migrants and mixed race Koreans has resulted in more shades of skin color. This led to a change to the racial hierarchy, although still with Koreanness at the center. With the growing diversity of Koreans, the Korean foreign racial landscape shifted from a binary racial order towards a tri-racial system, much like Bonilla-Silva’s (2004) framework.

Bonilla-Silva (2004) argues that with the “darkening” of the United States, the bi-racial hierarchy typical of the United States is evolving into a complex and loosely organized tri-racial stratification system similar to Latin American countries. In the tri-racial system that Bonilla-Silva proposes, “Whites” are at the top; “Honorary Whites”, minorities who “approximate or even surpass Whites in terms of many measures” (e.g., light-skinned Latinos and Americans of Asian descent) are in the middle; and the non-White group, the “Collective Blacks” (e.g., Blacks, dark-skinned Latinos, Vietnamese) are at the bottom (Bonilla-Silva, 2004, pp. 932-933). The “mixing” of skin colors in Korea has led to a racial project (Omi & Winant, 2015) in which the racial order is slowly “reshuffling,” resulting in a more complex racial hierarchy, much like the one Bonilla-Silva proposed. Similar to the Latin American tri-racial system, color gradations, phenotype, and class status are important factors in bestowing racial statuses (Glenn, 2009) in Korea.

It is impossible to fit everyone in Korea into the tri-racial order that I have presented in Figure 1; however, it is a guide to better understand the overt and covert discrimination that people of color experience in Korean society because of their skin color and race. Drawing on the important work by Bonilla-Silva (2004), I hypothesize that the Korean tri-racial system is comprised of ‘Koreans’ at the top, an intermediary group of ‘honorary Koreans’, and a dark-skinned Korean and non-Korean group ‘collective dark’ at the bottom. In the Korean tri-racial system, ‘Koreans’, and only ‘pure blood’ Koreans, are considered to be at the top of the
hierarchy. This is not only because of the emphasis on Korean blood lineage, but also because of the current demographics of the country. According to the Korea Immigration Service (2018), in the year 2017, 95.79% of the Korean population were racially/ethnically Korean with 4.21% of the Korean population being foreign nationals (including foreign residents and undocumented immigrants). While the mixed race Korean population is not included in the foreign national population, they are also not socially and culturally accepted as Koreans. In Korean society, only ‘pure-blood’ Koreans and racial/ethnic Koreans residing outside of Korea may be included in the ‘Korean’ category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>“Koreans”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Koreans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racial/ethnic Koreans residing outside of Korea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>“Honorary Koreans”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>East Asian immigrants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light-skinned Central Asians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean-East Asian multiracials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean-White multiracials (i.e., ‘honhyul’ individuals)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light-skinned non-Koreans</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>“Collective Dark”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Southeast Asians immigrants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asian immigrants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Easterners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark-skinned non-Koreans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean-Southeast Asian multiracials (i.e., ‘damunhwa’ individuals)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean-Black multiracials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Preliminary Map of Tri-racial System in Korea. Adapted from Bonilla-Silva, 2004.

The intermediate racial group or ‘honorary Koreans’ comprises East Asian immigrants (Chinese, Japanese, etc.), light-skinned Central Asians (Uzbekistanis, Kazakhstani, etc.), Korean-East Asian multiracials, Korean-White multiracials (who are now referred to as honhyul), and lighter-skinned non-Koreans (including White or light-skinned Americans, Australians, Europeans, South Africans, etc.). While the Korean immigrant population is diverse, just a few countries of origin make up a large share of the total. According to the Korea Immigration Service (2018), there have been a growing number of foreign nationals from China, accounting for 46.2% of the total immigrant population in 2017. The evolving of the honorary Korean category to include East Asians is largely attributed to the shift in the demographics of immigrants to Korea.
Finally, the ‘collective dark’ group may include Southeast Asian immigrants (Vietnamese, Thai, Filipino, etc.), South Asian immigrants (Indian, Pakistani, etc.), Middle Easterners, dark-skinned non-Koreans, dark-skinned multiracial Koreans, and Blacks. The second and third largest groups of foreign residents in Korea were from Vietnam (8.1%) and Thailand (7.7%) (Korea Immigration Service, 2018). Not only are the foreign nationals from these countries considered the ‘collective dark’, but mixed-race Koreans with parents from these countries are as well. Also, because the Korean government keeps track of foreign residents not by their race but rather by their nationality, it is difficult to accurately know the Black population in Korea. Although there are more Black and half-Korean/half-Black individuals represented in Korean popular media, the unfair treatment and discrimination they face on an everyday basis should not be overlooked.

**Colorism in Korea**

Skin tone—the shades of skin color—is important in discussing Koreanness. Research and theory by Dixon and Telles (2017) indicate that much of the current literature on Asian societies emphasizes the role of classism and aesthetics in skin color preferences prior to Western contact. Dixon and Telles (2017) also state that in Japan, Whiteness held a symbolic meaning due to its ties with class privilege, spiritual purity, and feminine beauty. While many scholars have discussed colorism in the Asian and Asian American community (Dixon & Telles, 2017; Jones, 2013; Rondilla & Spickard, 2007), few have explored colorism in the Korean context.

Historically, Koreans considered those of lighter skin to be more desirable, as skin color represented one’s social status. As Glenn (2009) pointed out, in many Asian societies, skin color was long seen as a sign of social class. Elites and aristocrats who were educated were imagined to stay indoors reading and studying, and thus had lighter skin; on the other hand, commoners and servants who were uneducated worked out in the sun, laboring outdoors. There was a gender layer to this skin tone hierarchy as well. Korean men with darker skin “got a pass for being providers,” but a woman had to be white without blemish to “prove both her beauty and her virtue” (Tharps, 2016, p. 117). Moreover, for women, lightness was associated with desirability, femininity, beauty, and purity (Hall, 2010; Rondilla & Spickhard, 2007).

Colonialism and Western imperialism have heightened this notion that lighter-skinned people are more desirable. In their book, *Is Lighter Better?: Skintone Discrimination among Asian Americans*, Rondilla and Spickard (2007) share a powerful story from a Korean American woman:

My father used to call me ‘Snow White’ while he would call my sister ‘Dark Princess.’ Even though, according to him, we were both princesses, we knew there was a hierarchy. Somehow, as little children, we understood that being lighter was better. (p. 9)
Skin color bias and colorism is still a growing issue in Korea with an increasing immigrant population and a growing number of multiracial Koreans whose skin color varies. According to the Ministry of Justice (2016), as of 2015, migrant workers made up the largest group of foreign nationals in Korea (approximately 42%), and migrants married to Korean spouses were the second largest group (approximately 10.2%). Foreign migrant workers and marriage migrant women come mostly from Southeast Asian countries or regions in China, where people tend to have relatively darker shades of skin color compared to Korea. Given this context, residents in Korea who belong to the ‘collective dark’ group experience an interplay of inequalities and stigma, as they sit at the intersections of race, skin color, nationality, class, and gender (Crenshaw, 1989). A recent study showed that Koreans’ perceptions towards foreign migrant workers are worsening (Ock, 2018). Migrant workers are subject to intersectional discrimination as they are working-class, dark-skinned, non-native Korean speaking “foreigners,” perceived to be from ‘developing countries’. Moreover, non-Korean workers are not protected from discrimination in wages. In fact, a recent study found that South Korea has the biggest wage gap between native and foreign-born workers among member countries of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (Ock, 2015). To this end, further research should examine the complex and cumulative ways different forms of discrimination overlap and affect diverse groups of Koreans.

The Norm of Koreanness

Koreanness in Korean Society and Culture

On the national level, Korean skin color is at the crux of the Korean national identity, along with Korean language and Korean blood lineage. In other words, in order to be considered Korean, one must be of Korean lineage, speak and utilize the Korean language, and look Korean. Koreans have long believed themselves to be a danil-minjok (‘single-race people/nation’), sharing a common bloodline. Hence, traditionally, all Koreans are imagined to share similar physical features such as Korean skin color, “black, coarse, and straight” hair (J. C. Kim, 2010, p. 21), “small and elongated eyes,” and a “relatively flat face” (Oh, 2014, p. 64).

With the growth of the immigrant and multiracial population, certain terms emerged that were used to distinguish Koreans from non-Koreans. The term damunhwa (‘multicultural’), as discussed earlier, became a commonly used word to refer to those of multicultural backgrounds, including non-Korean immigrants and mixed race Koreans. This term differentiates those who are Korean, the default, invisible norm, from those who are not. Also, the term honhyul (‘mixed blood’), which is also used to describe those of mixed race backgrounds, is juxtaposed with sunhyul (‘pure blood’), which describes Koreans. Both terms—damunhwa and honhyul—are used to describe individuals of non-Korean
backgrounds who do not look Korean. While the two terms were used interchangeably in the past, there has been a shift in which *honhyul* is now used to identify lighter-skinned, "White-skinned" Koreans, and *damunhwa* is used to identify dark-skinned Koreans (Ahn, 2014).

The Korean political sphere is not only a gendered space, but a racialized and colorized one as well. The majority of elected officials are Korean and male. According to G. Lee (2015), only 16.3% of Congresspeople in Korea were female in 2015, and only one of them was a woman of color (non-Korean): Jasmine Lee, the first ever foreign-born South Korean Congressperson from the Philippines. Dark skin is a sign of "perpetual foreignness" in Korea, a sign that one is an outsider who cannot be a "true" Korean despite one’s citizenship or Korean blood tie (Ahn, 2017). Hence Jasmine Lee quickly became the “one of the most hated women in Korea” (D. Kim, 2015), as it was perceived that she was representing the entire foreigner and *damunhwa* population in Korea, which constitutes approximately four percent of the Korean population (Volodzko, 2017).

Korean media is another area that reflects and perpetuates Koreanness. In major Korean news channels, TV shows, dramas, movies, and entertainment shows, most, if not all, individuals who are cast are Korean or those who look Korean. While there is an increasing representation of people with non-Korean skin color in Korean media, their portrayals are limited and unbalanced. For example, a popular Korean TV show, *The Return of Superman*, follows celebrity fathers who take care of their child/children for 48 hours without their wives. While most celebrity fathers and their families have been Korean, there have been several celebrities who have mixed race Korean children that have been the spotlight of the show. For instance, White Australian Sam Hammington appears on the show with two of his half-White/half-Korean sons, William and Bentley. Recently, Korean soccer player, Park Joo-ho, and his half-White/half-Korean daughter and son appear on the show, and the Korean media are celebrating the fact that the show is pioneering in the acceptance of mixed race Koreans. However, the non-Koreans that are cast on the show are all White, while the mixed-race Korean children have lighter skin color (Shin, 2018). While there is a large percentage of mixed race Koreans with darker skin complexions, they are nearly impossible to find on this show or in Korean media in general.

**Koreanness in the Korean Education System**

Koreanness permeates and saturates the educational field. In the Korean public school system, the vast majority of public school teachers are Korean, and almost all teachers who teach the Core Curriculum are Korean. In fact, Koreans serving as public school teachers is such a norm that when a dark-skinned half-Korean/half-Indian, Yerin Vasudevi, became a public elementary school teacher, it gained national attention (Yoon, 2018). Vasudevi recalled that when she attended school, she was often teased and discriminated against for her darker
skin complexion. The lack of diversity in the teacher population, however, is not the only issue.

Discrimination based on skin color is prevalent in Korean classrooms. The school dropout rate for students of multicultural backgrounds is four times higher than that of their Korean peers (Chang, 2018). Peer relationships, lack of interest in school material, low Korean language proficiency levels, discrimination from the teachers, lack of parental support, financial difficulties, and physical appearance are all factors that contribute to the dropout rate (S. Y. Lee, 2018). The common misconception Koreans have is that multicultural students drop out of schools due to their low level of Korean language proficiency. However, multicultural students report that their relationships with peers and teachers were the primary factors when they decided to drop out of school (Kwon, 2015). The level of school bullying, harassment, and discrimination that multicultural students experience from peers has increased despite the increase in diversity in the classrooms (Ahn, 2019; H. Lee, 2019). Although many of the multicultural students report that they experience bullying and discrimination based on their skin color, parents' national background and language, or religion, there is a lack (or absence) of school-wide anti-bullying programs or comprehensive intervention and prevention practices in place (Cho, 2018).

In addition, despite the growing diversity of the student population, Korean teachers are unprepared and under-resourced to be multicultural educators (Yeo, 2016). Reports show that instead of creating a safe, inclusive learning space, some Korean teachers call out mixed race or non-Korean and immigrant students by using derogatory words and humiliating them in front of the class (J. H. Kim, 2018). Various media reports have covered teachers’ attitudes and perceptions, as well as teachers’ deficit perspectives and discrimination towards non-mainstream Korean students, especially multicultural students of different racial and cultural backgrounds. For example, when calling on multicultural students, some Korean teachers were reported to use “damunhwa” or students’ home countries (e.g., “China” or “Vietnam”) instead of their individual names, clearly labeling and grouping non-mainstream Korean students as ‘alien’ or Other (Park & Park, 2018). In other cases, teachers were reported to have called out multicultural students for not being “Korean enough” (“Damunhwa haksaeenge”, 2015). In most cases, the students who were victims of racially charged remarks from teachers, were ‘collective dark’ students, students of darker skin color; incidents that reported on teachers’ discriminatory behaviors towards lighter-skinned, ‘honorary Korean’, students could not be found (or were rarely documented).

The curriculum in Korea reflects the invisible norm of Koreanness as well. Although the Korean Ministry of Education has established guidelines for textbooks and curriculum to include multicultural instruction and global citizenship education (Presidential Committee on Social Inclusion, 2006, p. 9), the number of textbook revisions that reflect this is limited. Also, textbook content and images that depict non-Koreans are still essentialist and stereotypical (Y. Kim, 2013). For example, in a Korean 5th grade social studies textbook, illustrations of “foreigners enjoying Korean cultural activities” are portrayed by lighter-skinned characters, while
“foreign migrant workers” are portrayed by darker-skinned characters (C. Lee, 2019; H. S. Lee, 2018). Illustrations of “Western” individuals (e.g., English teachers) in textbooks are light, white-skinned characters with blonde hair and high nose bridges as well (H. Kim, 2012). Representation of non-Korean teachers is slowly growing in Korean public schools; however, they are perceived as ‘foreign’ teachers and are limited to non-curricular language classes, or after-school and extracurricular lessons. The majority of non-Korean teachers in Korean public schools are native speakers of certain languages and are usually paired with a Korean teacher that teaches the target language in Korean. Many of these ‘multicultural teachers’ are not only treated as ‘foreign’ but are also underpaid, and do not receive the same benefits as their Korean counterparts (J. R. Kim, 2018).

Implications for Multicultural Education in Korea

Prior to the 2000s, the majority of students in Korean public schools were mainstream Korean students; there was little racial or ethnic diversity. The increase of migrant workers and international marriages since the 2000s led to a sharp increase in mixed race Korean and non-Korean students in the public education system, making it necessary for Koreans to adapt their educational system to reflect the newly emerging multicultural environment (Kim & Kim, 2012). While the term damunhwa gyoyuk (‘multicultural education’) is widely used in Korea, current multicultural education in Korea aims primarily at better assimilating non-mainstream Korean students into dominant Korean culture.

One of the goals of multicultural education is for schools to transform and change to create an environment where all students may learn and access equal educational opportunities (Banks, 1999; Banks & Banks, 2013; Grant & Ladson-Billings, 1997; Keddie, 2012). Meaningful changes towards critical multicultural education in Korea must be made on the institutional level as well as the personal and instructional levels in order for students to better understand and appreciate cultural differences and diversity. However, in Korea, much of the responsibility for interpreting and implementing multicultural education policies still lies on the teachers. Following are a few suggestions, on both personal and instructional levels, for teachers.

Teacher identity and teacher reflection are important parts of multicultural education (Li, 2007; Rieger, 2015). In order for Korean teachers to bridge the gap between the Korean mainstream culture of schooling and diverse learners who aren’t members of the mainstream culture, it is essential for teachers to reflect on their own racial identities and Koreanness in a society that systematically privileges the Korean race and Korean skin color. This requires teachers to acknowledge and understand the sociopolitical context (Nieto, 1996) of Korean education, understanding the structural inequality and stratification in education due to social class, gender, ethnicity, and other differences (including race, which is not
examined enough in Korea) and the codes and culture of power at the core (Delpit, 1995; Gillborn & Ladson-Billings, 2004). Korean pre-service and in-service teacher education programs may include methods such as self-study and personal narratives (e.g., autoethnography assignments) in the context of critical pedagogy. These may provide opportunities for teacher educators to “make sense of their own identities, dispositions, and assumptions in the context of teaching for diversity” (Schulte, 2004, p. 720) and “use this personal and social knowledge to consider their pedagogical dispositions and practices” (Vavrus, 2009, p. 386). In other words, Korean teachers’ critical self-exploration may lead to personal and professional implications of transformative knowledge for teaching practices (Schulte, 2004).

Teachers' professional development programs in Korea must also help teachers challenge their own attitudes, beliefs, pedagogies, and biases regarding race, racism, colorism, and different forms of social injustices (Gay, 2010). Increasing numbers of reports on teachers’ racially insensitive comments towards multicultural students demonstrate the underlying prejudices teachers have about darker-skinned, ‘collective dark’ students versus lighter-skinned, ‘honorary Korean’ students. Supporting teachers’ Korean journey to racial awareness may help teachers monitor their (un)intentional and racially biased behavior, as well as support them to create a safe environment of inclusion and equality for all students. In addition, teacher development programs must provide teachers tangible applications (e.g., in-class activities) of theoretical ideas about race (Pollock, Deckman, Mira, & Shalaby, 2010). For instance, Adams, Bell and Griffin (2007) offer "logical" or "psychological" sequences of learning activities to introduce students to concepts on race and ethnicity in a safe and effective manner (e.g., low-risk activities involving individual reflection and discussion in pairs or small groups).

Korean teachers also need to recognize students’ cultural and racial diversity in the classrooms. Irvine (1990) argues that when the tools of instruction (i.e., books, teaching methods, and activities) are incompatible with, or worse, marginalize the students' cultural experiences, it is probable that students feel a disconnect with school. Culturally responsive pedagogy acknowledges and engages diverse learners and their experiences, identities, styles of learning, and communities (Foster, 1997; Gay, 2002; Ladson-Billings, 1995; Villegas & Lucas, 2002). For Korean teachers to be culturally relevant and responsive, they should draw upon and value students’ funds of knowledge in the classroom (González, Moll, & Amanti, 2005). This means teachers are integrating the cultures and identities of immigrant students, multicultural students, and North Korean refugee students into their instruction. For example, one out of ten foreign residents in Korea is Muslim (Liu, 2015) and 12% of the foreign student population in higher education are Muslim (J. Y. Kim, 2019). Given this context, a class about religions may be transformed to an interactive class exploring diverse religions within Korea and different places of worship in students’ communities. Incorporating funds of knowledge in the classroom is not only for non-mainstream students, but for all Korean students.
Finally, an anti-racism, anti-colorism curriculum should be provided in classrooms so that all Korean students may examine and critique Koreanness as an integral aspect of educational discourse. Multicultural education in Korea should move beyond merely tolerating, celebrating, and co-existing with ‘Other’ students. Multicultural education should include exploring inequalities, stereotypes, and discrimination, and should teach social justice. As a start, this type of social justice curriculum for students may be incorporated in bullying prevention programs in the Korean general curriculum. Grant and Sleeter (2006) called on teachers to address power and privilege in the classroom, to subvert dominant hegemony, purposefully teach about injustices, and ensure educational equity for all students. Consistent with Grant and Sleeter’s approach, Korean teachers should make Koreanness visible and explore Korean privilege in classrooms to help students and educators work towards dismantling beliefs, stereotypes, and practices that reproduce social and educational injustice. Discussions on Koreanness should not be limited to the issues of race or ethnicity; but rather should include critical examinations of power, privilege, racism in Korea, Korean identity, and intersectionality. This approach to multicultural education—transformative multicultural citizenship education—will help students to develop critical thinking skills and gain tools to combat discrimination and work towards social justice, not only in Korea but in the world.
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